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DMA-BUFs
A file descriptor connected to an abstract buffer, which can be easily passed and 
shared between userland, the kernel and devices.

Can be mapped for DMA by a device
Can be mapped for access by the kernel
Can be mmapped into userland

Very useful for sharing buffers between multiple devices, avoiding copies.
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Device Constraints
Not all devices can access all types of memory
● Some devices can only DMA to contiguous physical pages
● Some devices can only DMA to 32bit addresses
● Need to allocate buffers where all the devices using it can access

Also performance constraints
● Every time a buffer is mapped for DMA to device, have to flush the cpu cache
● If cpu doesn’t touch a buffer (or rarely does), having the buffer be uncachable can 

avoid lots of sync operations when mapping buffers to devices
● If the cpu does touch the buffer frequently, having it be cached is important
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DMA-BUF Heaps
● Provides an userland interface to allocate DMA-BUFs that point to specific types 

of memory
○ Allows a way for userland to allocate memory that will satisfy the constraints of a given 

pipeline.
● The kernel doesn’t know where a buffer might go. Userland is the one that directs 

that.
○ What type of memory for which pipeline has to be a policy decision
○ Leave that policy decision logic to userland
○ Normally via static per device config (in Android done by gralloc)
○ Not unlike fstab

● DMA-BUF Heaps framework provides a consistent way of exposing heaps and 
allocating the dmabufs.
○ Heap drivers are simply dmabuf exporters that use the infrastructure.



Key Differences from ION
● Per-heap chardev, referenced by filename (instead of heap_id)

○ Allows for finer grained permissions
● No heap private flags!
● Currently, no supported heap flags (may be extended)
● Heaps have full control of their dmabuf exporter (no midlayer logic)

○ Pro: Don’t have to hack up ION code, heaps can all coexist
○ Con: May have to maintain more logic
○ Open to adding sharable helper logic that heaps can re-use

● Most important: Supported by android12-5.10 and newer kernels
● ION is no longer supported!

○ https://android-review.googlesource.com/c/kernel/common/+/1610135

https://android-review.googlesource.com/c/kernel/common/+/1610135


List of heaps: 
$ ls /dev/dma_heap/

Open heap chardev for read, and use 
the DMA_HEAP_IOCTL_ALLOC ioctl with the 
following argument structure:

Kernel Interface

struct dma_heap_allocation_data {

        __u64 len;

        __u32 fd;

        __u32 fd_flags;

        __u64 heap_flags; //reserved

};

Example usage:

struct dma_heap_allocation_data heap_data = {

        .len = 1048576, // 1meg

        .fd_flags = O_RDWR | O_CLOEXEC,

 };

fd = open(“/dev/dma_heap/system”, O_RDONLY | O_CLOEXEC);

if (fd < 0) return fd;

ret = ioctl(fd, DMA_HEAP_IOCTL_ALLOC, &heap_data)

if (ret) return ret;

return heap_data.fd;



libdmabufheaps Helper Library
● Developed by Hridya Valsaraju <hridya@google.com>

○ https://android.googlesource.com/platform/system/memory/libdmabufheap/
● Wraps the allocation ioctl and allows for ION backwards compatibility

class BufferAllocator {

  public:

    BufferAllocator();

    ~BufferAllocator() {}

    …

    int Alloc(const std::string& heap_name, size_t len,

              unsigned int heap_flags = 0, size_t legacy_align = 0);

    …

    static std::unordered_set<std::string> GetDmabufHeapList();

    …

}

mailto:hridya@google.com
https://android.googlesource.com/platform/system/memory/libdmabufheap/


libdmabufheaps Helper Library
● Example usage

class BufferAllocator allocator;

int fd = allocator.Alloc(“system”, 1048576); // Allocate 1meg system buffer

cout << “Available heaps:” << endl;

for (auto name : allocator.GetDmabufHeapList())

   cout << “  ” << name << endl; 



libdmabufheaps (ION compatibility)
Allows us to map a “heap name” to a ION heapid + ion_flags combo.

Will first try to use “/dev/dma_heap/system”, then will fall back to using modern-ion 
(post 4.12) allocating with ION_SYSTEM heap name, or legacy ion (pre 4.12) with 
system heap_id.

class BufferAllocator allocator;

/* Setup cachable system ion mapping */

allocator.MapNameToIonHeap(“system”, ION_SYSTEM, ION_FLAG_CACHED,

 ION_HEAP_TYPE_SYSTEM, ION_FLAG_CACHED);

int fd = allocator.Alloc(“system”, 1048576); // Allocate 1meg system buffer

int MapNameToIonHeap(const std::string& heap_name,

                     const std::string& ion_heap_name, unsigned int ion_heap_flags = 0,

                     unsigned int legacy_ion_heap_mask = 0, unsigned int legacy_ion_heap_flags = 0);



Converting Heaps
Key items
● One heap per type (no multiplexing via heap flags)

● May need to incorporate old ION midlayer logic into your heap driver

● When naming your heap, use <vendor>,<heapname> as the heap name
○ Example: “linaro,magic-heap”
○ When we push heap implementations upstream we will drop the vendor prefix



Edge Cases
If you really really need some sort of private heap flag:
● I’m not the boss of you! :) You don’t have to use DMA-BUF Heaps!
● You can always implement your own chardev & IOCTL interface to a dmabuf 

exporter!



Upstream Status
● Whole rational for this migration from ION is to have an upstream solution! 
● Complete:

○ Core framework and interface is upstream
○ System and CMA heaps are upstream
○ Recent optimizations have made it upstream

● Work in progress / in Android Common:
○ Sharable page pool and deferred free helpers
○ Uncached system and CMA heaps
○ Heaps as modules (symbol exports)
○ Exposing multiple CMA heaps
○ Statistics and accounting efforts
○ In-kernel allocation accessors

● Upstreaming pain points
○ Need upstream users of functionality added (so can’t add helper code that only out of 

tree heaps use)
○ Push to show benefits to open graphics/mesa implementations



● Pester and nag vendors to submit board support and heap drivers upstream
○ Naive, but I’m an optimist :)
○ Want to pull vendors into the community 

● Find ways to demonstrate benefit with open-graphics/mesa devices
○ Chicken and egg issue: Mesa’s allocation approach doesn’t expect complicated 

constraints, so devices already supported by Mesa don’t seem to have them.
○ Maybe take a more holistic view in how we can optimize integration between 

gpu/display with camera/video/codec logic in v4l2
○ Working to enable v4l2 in AOSP on db845c, and see how we can utilize dmabuf heaps 

to help the v4l2 buffer allocation logic.

Upstreaming Strategy



Thank you
Accelerating deployment in the Arm Ecosystem

Questions: John Stultz <john.stultz@linaro.org>


